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Based on the observational data in summer, the variations of intraseasonal oscillation (ISO) of the daily
rainfall over the lower reaches of the Yangtze River valley (LYRV) were studied by using the non-integer
spectrum analysis. The NCEP/NCAR reanalysis data for the period of 1979―2005 were analyzed by
principal oscillation pattern analysis (POP) to investigate the spatial and temporal characteristics of
principal ISO patterns of the global circulation. The relationships of these ISO patterns to the rainfall
ISO and the heavy precipitation process over LYRV were also discussed. It is found that the rainfall
over LYRV in May―August is mainly of periodic oscillations of 10―20, 20―30 and 60―70 days, and the
interannual variation of the intensity of its 20―30-day oscillation has a strongly positive correlation
with the number of the heavy precipitation process. Two modes (POP1, POP2) are revealed by POP for
the 20―30-day oscillation of the global 850 hPa geopotential height. One is a circumglobal teleconnection wave train in the middle latitude of the Southern Hemisphere (SCGT) with an eastward propagation, and the other is the southward propagation pattern in the tropical western Pacific (TWP). The
POP modes explain 7.72% and 7.66% of the variance, respectively. These two principal ISO patterns are
closely linked to the low frequency rainfall and heavy precipitation process over LYRV, in which the
probability for the heavy precipitation process over LYRV is 54.9% and 60.4% for the positive phase of
the imaginary part of POP1 and real part of POP2, respectively. Furthermore, the models of the global
atmospheric circulation for the 20―30-day oscillation in association with or without the heavy precipitation process over LYRV during the Northern Hemisphere summer are set up by means of the
composite analysis method. Most of the heavy precipitation processes over LYRV appear in Phase 4 of
SCGT or Phase 6 of TWP. When the positive phases of 20―30-day oscillations for the rainfall over LYRV
are associated with (without) the heavy precipitation process, a strong westerly stream appears (disappears) from the Arabian Sea via India and Bay of Bengal (BOB) to southern China and LYRV for the
global 850 hPa filtered wind field during Phase 4 of SCGT. This situation is favorable (unfavorable) for
the forming of the heavy precipitation process over LYRV. Similarly, a strong (weak) western wind belt
forms from India through BOB to southern China and LYRV and the subtropical northwestern Pacific
and central and eastern equatorial Pacific during Phase 6 of TWP for the cases with (without) the heavy
precipitation process. The evolutions of these ISO patterns related to the 20―30-day oscillation are
excited by either the interaction of extratropical circulation in both hemispheres or the heat source
forcing in Asia monsoon domain and internal interaction of circulation in East Asia. These two
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global circulation models might therefore provide valuable information for the extended-range forecast
of the heavy precipitation process over LYRV during the 10―30 days.
20―30-day oscillation, heavy precipitation process over reaches of Yangtze River valley, principal oscillation pattern, global
atmospheric circulation models, summer

Intraseasonal oscillation (ISO) is one of the most pronounced large-scale climate signals in the global atmospheric. In early 1970s, Madden and Julian[1,2] indicated
the existence of tropical atmospheric ISO, i.e., MJO.
Afterwards, the study on the tropical ISO has been unfolded vigorously since the 1980s, and the structural
feature and basic active rule of the tropical ISO were
well understood. On the other hand, the spatial and temporal variations of the mid-high latitudes ISO and its
relationships to the tropical ISO have been widely investigated. The action and anomaly of these ISO patterns
have great influences on the weather/climate variations
―
in many parts of the world[3 16]. Recent studies show
that the tropical ISO has an important impact on the
tropical climate system, and its action and anomaly affect not only the onset and activity of Asian summer
monsoon but also the occurrence of ENSO[17]. Moreover,
the interaction between the tropical ISO and Antarctic
Oscillation (AAO)[12] is significant. In addition, Mao et
al.[18] used the data in the 1991 Meiyu period to study
the effect of the 15―35-day oscillation of the subtropical high on the Yangtze-Huaihe River rainfall. He et
al.[19] noted the influence of Australian cold air activity
for the quasi-40 day oscillation on the rainfall over the
low and middle reaches of the Yangtze River valley
(LMYRV). These studies provided some important information for the medium-range forecast of the rainfall
over LMYRV in summer. At present, the dynamical or
statistical models are being used in real-time weather
climate discussions and experimental week 2―4 predictions of the ISO and high-impact weather events
(persistent heavy rainfall, high or low temperature,
―
etc.)[20 28]. However, there are many questions on activity and influence of the ISO, such as the ISO associated
with high-impact weather events, potential predictability
of ISO, and we should further study them, particularly
the effect of 20―30-day oscillations on the persistent
heavy rainfall over the Yangtze River valley (YRV)[29,30].
The persistent heavy rainfall over YRV occurs
against the background of weak summer East Asia
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monsoon, which is associated with the strong 20―30day oscillation and is important for the maintenance of
this heavy rainfall. The 20―30-day oscillation is favorable not only for the cold air currents at high latitudes in
East Asia and tropical monsoon surge meeting and
maintaining over YRV but also for the stronger activity
of Rossby waves in the upper westerly jet stream in Asia,
leading to the stronger Meiyu front and ascending motion. At the same time, a low frequency oscillation of the
western Pacific subtropical high is favorable for the reproducing and maintaining of low pressure systems in
YRV (115°―125°E)[29]. Many of the previous studies
have mainly focused on the impacts of the 20―30-day
oscillation in East Asia on the persistent heavy rainfall
over YRV and the latitude-time Hovmoller plots to describe the origin and propagation features of these ISO
patterns. But, there are few studies on the connections
between the persistent heavy rainfall over YRV and the
circulation anomalies in mid-high latitudes of the
Southern Hemisphere on the time scale of 20―30 days.
The circulations in extratropics in both hemispheres and
the tropical convection influence the forming of the
heavy precipitation process over YRV, and have an important interaction on the subseasonal time scales[31]. To
understand the possible mechanisms for the summer
heavy precipitation process and improve the prediction
for the extended-range forecasting during the 10―30
days, it is important to realize and interpret the connections between the 20―30-day oscillation of the global
circulations and heavy precipitation process in YRV.
The current work, with the daily NCEP/NCAR reanalysis data[32] and the summertime rainfall over the
lower reaches of Yangtze River valley (LYRV), studies
the variation of the low-frequency oscillation of daily
rainfall over LYRV and the connections between the
heavy precipitation process and the ISO patterns of the
global circulation from May to August in the recent 27
years. And the methods of the non-integer spectrum
analysis[33], correlation analysis, and POP analysis[34,35]
are applied to study the temporal and spatial characteris-
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tics of the ISO patterns and their relationships. Furthermore, the models of the global atmospheric circulation
for 20―30- day oscillations in association with or without the heavy precipitation process over LYRV in May―
August are set up by means of the composite analysis
method, and the difference of the global atmospheric circulation associated with the different ISO patterns is also
discussed.

1 Data and methods
The global sea level pressure, geopotential height, wind
field and outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) for the
years 1979―2005 were used from the National Centers
for Environmental Prediction/National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP/NCAR) for the grid daily
reanalysis data (2.5°×2.5°). The summertime year (May
1 through August 31) is selected for the 27 years from
1979 to 2005, and the length of the annual series is 123
days, which was availability of better and more reliable
data quality for the post-1978 data, particularly the
global reanalysis data of NCEP/NCAR over the Southern Hemisphere. The daily precipitation data in LYRV
(average of the 25 stations for the region (118.0°―
122.5°E, 30.5°―32.0°N)) were also selected for the period of 1961―2005. And the daily anomalous series
were obtained for all data.
A non-integer spectrum analysis power spectral
analysis[33] was performed on a yearly basis to study the
variation of the low frequency oscillation of daily precipitation over LYRV in May―August. Then, the teleconnections between the low frequency rainfall over
LYRV and the global circulations were analyzed, and
the global principal ISO patterns were revealed by
―
POP[34 36] for the global 850 hPa geopotential height
anomalies on the time scale of 20―30 days. We studied
the correlations between its time coefficients and low
frequency rain over LYRV and performed statistical
analysis of the probability of the heavy precipitation
process over LYRV for the positive or negative phases of
principal intraseasonal oscillation patterns in the recent 27
years. Moreover, the models of the global atmospheric
circulation for the 20―30-day oscillation in association
with or without the heavy precipitation process over
LYRV in May―August were also set up by means of the
composite analysis method. Meanwhile, the evolutions of
the 20―30-day oscillation for the OLR associated with
the principal ISO patterns were analyzed. Additionally,

the test of significance for the correlation considered the
inherent persistence in filtered series, in which the effective numbers of independent samples were estimated[37].
POP analysis is a diagnostic tool employed to infer
the space-time characteristics of a complex, dynamical
system[34,35]. To understand the origin and propagative
features of the intraseasonal modes, POP analysis was
applied. POP analysis has been successfully used to understand the propagative features of the MJO and
ENSO[35]. In the present study, we follow a similar procedure as described in Hasselmann[34] and von Storch et
al.[35] in constructing the POP cycle for the global 850
hPa geopotential height. A brief description is provided
here and the details are in the review article of von
Storch et al.[35]. The procedure involves three parts. First,
a set of the principal component analysis (PCA) is constructed from the state space (filtered data) that retains
more than 60% of the variance. Secondly, a linear model
(Markov model), similar to a single step autoregressive
model, is computed using this reduced state space. Finally, POPs, which are independent modes of this
Markov model, are calculated. The real and imaginary
time coefficients associated with the POP patterns are
used to produce the POP cycle, which provide insight
into the origin and propagating features of the global
principal ISO patterns.

2 Relationship between the lowfrequency oscillation of rainfall and the
heavy precipitation process over LYRV
2.1 Variation of the low-frequency oscillation of
rainfall over LYRV during the period of 1961―2005
To better understand the low-frequency oscillatory
variation of rainfall over LYRV, a non-integer spectral
analysis[33] of the daily rainfall for May 1―August 31 in
1961―2005 is performed. Figure 1 gives a 95% significance level test of two-dimensional non-integer power
spectra (statistical parameter F >3.50) for the regression
equation corresponding to the non-integer period, with
the individual periods (non-integer) as the abscissa and
the time (year) as the ordinate. It is seen that the primary
periods that have statistical significance at a 95% confidence level are of 10―20 days, 20―30 days, and 60―
70 days. The 20―30-day oscillations are less significant
in the mid-1960s and 1990s than in other time. The periodic oscillations of 10―20 days are mainly in the early
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Figure 1 Interannual variations of the periods for the daily rainfall over the lower reaches of Yangtze River valley (LYRV) in May―August during the
period of 1961―2005. Shaded values are significant at 95% confidence level.

1960s and the time from the 1980s to the end of 1990s.
The periodic oscillations of 60―70 days are statistically
significant at a 95% confidence level from the late 1960s
to 1984 and the late 1990s to the present, but are not significant from the mid-1980s to 1990s. Besides, there is a
significant periodic oscillation of 30―50 days from the
1960s to the early 1980s. Therefore, it can be now concluded that the summertime rainfall over LYRV is
mainly displayed as the periodic oscillations of 10―20
days, 20―30 days, and 60―70 days.
2.2 Relationship between the interannual intensity
variation of low-frequency oscillation of rainfall and
the number of the heavy precipitation process over
LYRV
The variation of the low frequency oscillation of the
1488

rainfall has an important influence on the heavy precipitation process. Figure 2(a) shows the interannual variations of the number of the heavy precipitation process
over LYRV (average of daily precipitation in this region
is greater than or equal to 25 mm) in May―August from
1961 to 2005. Similarly, the non-integer spectral analysis is also conducted for this time series. It is found that
the variation of the number of the heavy precipitation
process over LYRV is mainly of oscillations of 2.0 and
11.2 years, but the long-range trend is less significant.
To study the relationships between the interannual
intensity variation of the low-frequency oscillation of
rainfall over the different ranges of frequency and the
number of the heavy precipitation process over LYRV,
the correlation coefficients are computed between the
statistical parameter F series (Figure 1) corresponding to
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Figure 2 (a) Time series of the number of the heavy precipitation process over LYRV in May―August from 1961 to 2005. (b) Correlations between the
number of the heavy precipitation process and the intensity of the periods on the time scale of 10―70 days, in which the significant level of 95% is represented by horizontal dashed line.

the individual periods (non-integer) and the number of
the heavy precipitation process over LYRV in May―
August. It is used here to analyze the time series from
1961 through 2005. Figure 2(b) displays the correlations
between the number of the heavy precipitation process
and intensity of the periods on the time scale of 10―70
days. It follows that the number of heavy precipitation
process over LYRV has a strongly positive correlation
with the intensity of its 28-day oscillation (with the correlation coefficient of 0.452 and statistically significant
at a 99% confidence level). And it has a significantly
positive correlation with that of the 18-day oscillation
(with the correlation coefficient of 0.319 and statistically
significant at a 95% confidence level), but has an insignificant relationship with that of the 30―70-day oscillation. It is then concluded that the variations of the intensity of the 20―30-day and 10―20-day oscillations have
a significantly positive correlations with the heavy precipitation process over LYRV. The strong and weak
years of these two oscillations are associated with normal to anomalously more and normal to anomalously
less number of the heavy precipitation process over
LYRV. These relationships are of indicative guidance
for the climatic prediction of the heavy precipitation
process over LYRV. Therefore, it is realistically important to work hard on improving the study on the 20―
30-day and 10―20-day oscillations of rainfall over
LYRV and their connections to the principal circulation
patterns on the subseasonal time scales.
Since the relationship between the intensity of the
20―30-day oscillation of daily rainfall and the number
of heavy precipitation process over LYRV is the most
significant, the evolution of the 20―30-day oscillation

would provide a better indicative significance for the
extended-range forecasting during the 10―30 days. In
this study, we focus mainly on the possible links between the rainfall and circulation oscillations on the time
scale of 20―30 days.

3 Global atmospheric circulation models
with and without the heavy precipitation
process over LYRV for the global principal
intraseansonal oscillation patterns on the
time scale of 20―30 days
3.1 Teleconnection between the 20―30-day oscillation of the rainfall over LYRV and the global atmospheric circulation
To isolate the variations related to the 20 ― 30-day
modes, we chose the time series of the global sea level
pressure, 850 hPa, 700 hPa, 500 hPa, 300 hPa, 200 hPa,
and 100 hPa geopotential height anomalies from May to
August during the period of 1979―2005, 123 days each
year, i.e., 3321 days. These time series were dealt with
the 20―30-day band pass filtering (Butterworth filtering[38]) and standardized. Then we applied separately
PCA to study spatial and temporal distributions of ISO
patterns. From correlations between the low frequency
rainfall of LYRV on the time scale of 20―30 days and
these principal components, we found that the connection to the 850 hPa geopotential height is the most significant. The correlations between the low frequency
rainfall over LYRV and the first five principal components for 850 hPa geopotential height are 0.117, −0.224,
0.079, 0.023, and 0.037, respectively. The correlation of
that to the second principal component is −0.224, which
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is statistically significant at a 95% confidence level from
a 2-tailed Student’s t-test (the effective number of independent samples is 130 days). Therefore, we mainly
study the effect of the global ISO patterns for the 850
hPa geopotential height on the rainfall ISO and the
heavy precipitation process over LYRV on the time
scale of 20―30 days.
Figure 3(a) shows the spatial distribution of ratio of
the standard deviation for the 20―30-day signal to the
total variability for the 850 hPa geopotential height in

May―August. It follows that the areas of the larger
variance contribution of ISO are distributed over the
mid-high latitudes in Eurasia continent and North
America continent and the Southern Hemisphere, tropical western Pacific, central Pacific, northern Indian
Ocean and subtropical northern Atlantic. And the
maximum centers are over the middle latitude of southern Pacific, northern part of northeastern Asia, and
northern Canada, where the values in these centers exceed 30%. This indicates the existence of a pronounced

Figure 3 (a) Spatial distribution of ratio of the standard deviation for the 20―30-day signal to the total variability, whose values (unit: %) are multiplied
by 100 and the contours greater than or equal to 32.5 are shaded; (b) teleconnections between the 20―30-day low-frequency rainfall over LYRV and global
850 hPa low frequency height anomalies. Values are multiplied by 100. Above 95% confidence level is shaded.
1490
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20―30-day oscillation for the atmospheric circulation in
May―August, which is global in nature. Furthermore,
Figure 3(b) gives the teleconnections between the 20―
30-day low frequency rainfall over LYRV and the
global 850 hPa low frequency height anomalies. In calculation, the effective number of independent samples is
found to be approximately 133 days, averaged for all the
grid points. The correlations of 0.171 and 0.223 indicate
significance levels of 95% and 99%, respectively. Figure
3(b) clearly shows that the highly positive correlation
regions concentrate on the southeastern China, tropical
western Pacific, and central Europe, in which the most
significant is over the tropical western Pacific with the
99% significance level. And the significantly negative
correlations are also seen over at the mid-high latitudes
in the southern Pacific and the region from northern Africa through eastern Africa to the middle latitude of the
southern Indian Ocean, respectively. These regions are
statistically significant at a 95% confidence level. Above
the negative region over from East Africa to the southern Indian Ocean is located near the region for the Somali jet associated with South Asia summer monsoon,
which reflects the connection between the cross- equatorial flow in this region and rainfall over LYRV on the
time scale of 20―30 days. Thus, a correlation between
the low frequency rainfall over LYRV and circulations
of the tropical western Pacific is significant. And a teleconnection of that to the circulations of the mid-high
latitudes in the Southern Hemisphere also tends to be
strong. This teleconnection is likely related to the interaction in both hemispheres on the time scale of 20―30
days.
In what follows, we endeavor to find the temporal and
spatial variations of the principal ISO patterns of the
global 850 hPa geopotential height and the evolutions of
the global circulation models related to the rainfall ISO
and the heavy precipitation process over LYRV in
May―August.
3.2 Global principal intraseansonal oscillation patterns and their relationships to the heavy precipitation
process over LYRV on the time scale of 20―30 days
The POP analysis is applied to the filtered global 850
hPa daily geopotential height anomalies with a 20―30day for May―August of each year. The spatial patterns
of the real (pr) and imaginary (pi) parts of the dominant
POP1 (Figure 4(a) and (b)), POP2 (Figure 5(a) and (b))

mode, and the two POP coefficient time series zr(t) and
zi(t) (not shown) corresponding to these spatial patterns
are identified. These two POP modes explain 7.72%,
7.66% of the variance and have a rotation period of
about 25.9, 29.7 days and a decay/damping time of
about 217.4, 96.0 days, respectively. Correspondingly,
the POP cycle consists of: " → pi → pr → − pi →

− pr → pi → ".
The real part of POP1 mode shows a pronounced circumglobal wave train with signs changing alternatively
over the mid-high latitudes of the Southern Hemisphere
in Figure 4(a); while the imaginary part, which occurs a
quarter of the rotation period before the real part (i.e., in
about 7 days), also appears a similar wavetrain (Figure
4(b)). It is evident from the POP cycle that there is a
remarkable wavetrain associated with an eastward
propagating ISO along the westerly jet stream over the
middle latitude of the Southern Hemisphere. This mode
is defined as the southern circumglobal teleconnection
wave train (SCGT), similar to the results of refs. [39, 40].
It is closely linked to the internal nonlinear interactions
of the extratropical atmospheric circulation in the
Southern Hemisphere. For this mode, the significant
regions of the explained variance concentrate on the extratropics in the Southern Hemisphere (Figure 4(c)) and
maximum center, up to 15%, is to the southeastern Pacific Ocean coast of South America. Another interesting
feature is that there is a prominent negative value belt
from southern Europe via Center East to northwestern
China in the real part (Figure 4(a)). This spatial pattern
represents the peak phase of the developing stage of the
geopotential height disturbance in the middle latitude in
Eurasia in the POP cycle, with the explained variance
greater than 5% (Figure 4(c)). The existence of the active region above suggests the relationship of the disturbed westerly jet stream in the middle latitude of the
Southern Hemisphere to the circulation in the southern
part of Eurasia continent. This connection may be responsible for the interaction in both hemispheres. It indicates that the 20―30-day oscillation of SCGT has an
indirectly remarkable impact on the East Asia summer
monsoon and climate in LYRV. However, this possible
mechanism needs to be further studied.
For the POP2 mode, the spatial patterns of the real
and imaginary parts are shown in Figure 5(a) and (b),
respectively. Clearly, the spatial distribution is characterized by a wave train structure with signs changing
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Figure 4 The spatial distribution of the first principal 20―30-day oscillation pattern (POP1, SCGT) for the global 850 hPa low-frequency height anomalies in May―August during the period of 1979―2005: real part (a), imaginary part (b), spatial distribution (c) of explained variances to the total variability.
In (a) and (b),values are multiplied by 1000 and darker (light) grey shaded areas represent the regions greater than 25 (less than −25). In (c), values (unit: %)
are multiplied by 100 and the contours greater than 5 are shaded.
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Figure 5

Same as Figure 4 but for the second principal 20―30-day oscillation pattern (POP2, TWP).

alternatively from the middle latitudes of East Asia via
subtropical East Asia and tropical Indian Ocean, western
Pacific to southern subtropical Indian Ocean and Austra-

lia. In evolution of this model, the significant active regions are over the tropical eastern Indian Ocean and
western Pacific and the maximum value of explained
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variance is up to 18% (Figure 5(c)). It is also seen from
the POP cycle that a low frequency wave train moves
southward from the western subtropical Pacific into the
southern subtropical Indian Ocean and Australia, which
is developed and up to peak phase over the western
tropical Pacific (Figure 5(b)). This ISO signal is referred
to as the tropical western Pacific (TWP) pattern. The
evolution of this low-frequency wave train is closely
related to the heating anomalies and air-sea interaction
in South Asia and East Asia. It directly affects the summer monsoon rainfall in East Asia.
Meanwhile, the evolution of the composite low frequency 850 hPa geopotential height for the eight phases
of the POP cycle also demonstrates that the eastward
propagation of SCGT and the southward propagation of
TWP are evident (not shown). In addition, the simultaneous correlation between imaginary (real) time coefficient of POP1 (POP2) and low frequency rainfall over
LYRV on the time scale of 20―30-day is 0.178 (0.206),
which has a significance at 95% (98%) confidence level
with the effective number of independent samples of 133
days. It further confirms the existence of a strong relationship of the rainfall ISO over LYRV to SCGT (POP1)
or TWP (POP2). Therefore, the global principal ISO
patterns are dominated by the eastward propagating
SCGT and southward propagating TWP pattern in the
Northern Hemisphere summer, respectively. These two
ISO patterns play more important roles in the circulation
and rainfall in South Asia and East Asia and the middle
latitude in the Southern Hemisphere on the time scale of
20―30 days. As such, the POP prediction models are set
up by these two ISO patterns, which may predict well
the evolutions of the principal low frequency flow patterns related to the 20―30-day oscillation of rainfall
over LYRV.
Furthermore, probabilities are also statistically determined of the occurrence of the heavy precipitation
process over LYRV in the POP cycle corresponding to
the SCGT or TWP pattern in May―August over the 27
years. The results are presented as follows. The probabilities are 54.9% and 60.4%, respectively, within the
positive phase of imaginary part of POP1 and real part
of POP2. A χ2 test is conducted of the statistic result
with and without the heavy precipitation process for the
20―30-day oscillation of SCGT or TWP pattern. The
results show significant differences at the significance
level of 95% and 99%, respectively. This indicates that it
1494

is reliable to use the 20 ― 30-day oscillations corresponding to SCGT and TWP pattern to make extended-range forecast whether the heavy precipitation
process will appear over LYRV for the 10―30 days in
the further.
3.3 Global circulation models with and without the
heavy precipitation process over LYRV

According to above analysis, both SCGT and TWP patterns of the global 20―30-day oscillation modulate simultaneously the heavy precipitation process over LYRV.
To make full use of these 20―30-day oscillations, the
cases with and without the heavy precipitation process
over LYRV for May, June, July and August are selected
to set up two kinds of the global atmospheric circulation
models for the heavy precipitation process by composing phases of the ISO patterns. And the differences between these two circulation patterns and their evolutions
can be understood better to serve the extended-range
forecasting for the 10 ― 30 days. The amplitude and
phase information of the POP pattern associated with
SCGT or TWP pattern are given from the complex
time series z(t)=zr(t)+jzi(t), ( j = −1 ), i.e., A(t ) =
zr (t ) 2 + zi (t ) 2

and θ (t ) = tan −1[ zi (t ) zr (t )], which

indicate the active component of the wave through eight
phases, 1―8, corresponding to θi ∋ (7π/8, 9π/8), (5π/8,
7π/8), (3π/8, 5π/8), (π/8, 3 π/8), …, (−7π/8, −5π/8) (i=1,
2, …, 8). For the global 850 hPa low frequency wind,
the evolutions of ISO patterns with and without the
heavy precipitation process over LYRV are obtained by
the composite analysis, respectively. In these composite
analyses, a 20―30-day oscillation is considered a process in which the amplitude anomaly is larger than 0.5
standard deviation, and the cycle consists of: " →
θ1 → θ 2 → θ3 → θ 4 → θ5 → θ 6 → θ 7 → θ8 → θ1 → ".
Figure 6(a)―(h) gives the distribution of the global
850 hPa composite low-frequency wind field for eight
phases of POP1 (SCGT) with the heavy precipitation
process over LYRV. Consistent with the 850 hPa geopotential height field (Figure 4(a) and (b)), there is a predominant circumglobal teleconnection wave train over
the middle latitude of the Southern Hemisphere in entire
cycle. This wave train is associated with a slow eastward
propagating of the alternating cyclonic/anticyclonic/
cyclonic circulation patterns on the time scale of 20―30
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Figure 6 The distribution of the global 850 hPa composite wind field ((a)―(h)) for eight phases of SCGT (θ1, θ2, …, θ7, θ8) with the heavy precipitation
process over LYRV in association with the 20―30-day oscillation. Vector anomalies (unit: m/s) at the 95% t-test confidence level in u-component anomaly
are shaded.

days. On the other hand, for the evolution of OLR, there
is a low frequency wave train with signs changing alternatively from the middle latitude of the southern Indian

Ocean through the tropical Indian Ocean and Arabian
Sea to central Asia (Figure 7(a)―(h)). This spatial wave
intensifies up to peak state in Phase 4 (Figure 7(d))
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Figure 7 Same as Figure 6 but for the low-frequency OLR anomalies (unit: 0.1 W·m−2) over the global low-middle latitudes. Above 95% confidence
level is shaded.

and Phase 8 (Figure 7(h)). It is reflected that the interaction between the convection activity in the tropical Indian Ocean and South Asia and the low-frequency
wavetrain in the extratropics of the Southern Hemisphere on the time scale of 20―30 days. The point to
note is that a strong westerly (easterly) stream appears
from the Arabian Sea via India and BOB to southern
China and LYRV in Phase 4 (Figure 6(d)) and Phase 8
(Figure 6(h)). Such a strong westerly stream is closely
related to the quick developing of the convective heating
patterns with the north-south dipole structure over the
tropical Indian Ocean and South Asia from Phase 3 to
Phase 4 (Figure 7(c)―(d)). And in Phase 4, the heavy
precipitation process over LYRV occurs primarily (Figure 6(d)). In this phase, there are the significant negative
areas (enhanced convection activity) over LYRV and the
Yangtze-Huaihe valley for the spatial distributions of
OLR (Figure 7(d)), corresponding to the stronger mois1496

ture transport from India into East Asia in the lower troposphere[41]. It suggests the indirect influence of the
variations of westerly jet stream in the middle latitude of
the Southern Hemisphere on the rainfall over LYRV.
Conversely, such a strong westerly stream disappears for
the case without the heavy precipitation process over
LYRV associated with the weaker moisture transport for
Phase 4 (Figure 8(b)). In this case, SCGT still exists in
the middle latitude of the Southern Hemisphere (Figure
8(a) ―(d)). But, its intensity is weakened, corresponding to the weak wave train of OLR (not shown). The
moisture transport of southwest monsoon in India is one
of the most important factors influencing the heavy
precipitation process over LYRV. Thus, the rainfall over
LYRV is decreased to be attributed to the weaker westerly stream from the Arabian Sea via India and BOB to
southern China and LYRV on the time scale of 20―30
days.
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Figure 8 Same as Figure 6 but for the case without the heavy precipitation process over LYRV for four phases. (a) θ2; (b) θ4; (c) θ6; (d) θ8.

Clearly, there is indication of the weak interaction in
both hemispheres associated with suppressed convection
activity in the tropical Indian Ocean.
For another principal ISO pattern, i.e., POP2 (TWP),
there is a pronounced southward propagation of the lowfrequency cyclone and anticyclone circulations from the

middle latitude of East Asia through tropical western
Pacific to southern subtropical Indian Ocean and Australia with the heavy precipitation process, as shown in
Figure 9(a)―(h). In this cycle, most of the heavy precipitation processes over LYRV appear in Phase 6 (Figure 9(f)). The distinct feature of this phase is that a broad
belt of the strong westerly wind anomaly is located near
20°―30°N from India via BOB to LYRV and subtropical northwestern Pacific and central and eastern equatorial Pacific. Meantime, the low-frequency anticyclone
and cyclone circulation appear in the Philippines and the
east coast of Japan, respectively. In contrast, this belt of
the westerly wind anomaly is weaker, and there is no
clear signature of the wind anomaly over India and BOB
without the heavy precipitation process over LYRV for
Phase 6 (Figure 10(c)). As a result, the moisture transports at 850 hPa over LYRV are decreased and do not
favor maintaining the heavy precipitation processes. At
the same time, the moving of the low frequency cyclone
for the TWP pattern shifts somewhat westward in the
cycle (Figure 10(a)―(d)). Apparently, the spatial structure and propagation path of the TWP pattern directly
influence the forming of the heavy precipitation process
over LYRV.
As mentioned above, when the positive phases of
20―30-day oscillation for the rainfall over LYRV are
associated with (without) the heavy precipitation process,
a strong westerly stream appears (disappears) from the
Arabian Sea via India and BOB to southern China and
LYRV for the global 850 hPa filtered wind field during
Phase 4 of SCGT. This situation is favorable (unfavorable) for the forming of the heavy precipitation process
over LYRV. In a similar manner, a strong (weak) western
wind belt forms from India through BOB to southern
China and LYRV and the subtropical northwestern Pacific and central and eastern equatorial Pacific during
Phase 6 of TWP for the cases with (without) the heavy
precipitation process. These two models can reflect well
the difference of the global atmospheric circulations
between with and without the heavy precipitation process over LYRV. The forming and maintaining of the
heavy precipitation processes over LYRV are modulated
simultaneously by both SCGT and TWP on the time
scale of 20―30 days. These global principal ISO patterns are excited by either the interaction of the extratropical circulation in both hemispheres or the heat
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Figure 9 The distribution of the global 850 hPa composite wind field ((a)―(h)) for eight phases of TWP (θ1, θ2, …, θ7, θ8) with the heavy precipitation
process over LYRV in association with the 20―30-day oscillation. Vector anomalies (unit: m/s) at the 95% t-test confidence level in u-component anomaly
are shaded.

source forcing in Asia monsoon domain and the internal
interaction of circulation in East Asia. One important
result is that the 20―30-day oscillation of the rainfall
and circulation associated with the heavy precipitation
1498

process over LYRV cannot be considered as an independent process within the East Asian summer monsoon.
It is clear that these 20―30-day oscillations of the rainfall over LYRV are not only influenced by the systems
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4 Conclusions

Figure 10 Same as Figure 9 but for the case without the heavy
precipitation process over LYRV for four phases. (a)θ2; (b) θ4; (c) θ6; (d)
θ8.

in the Asian monsoon domain but are also affected to
some extent by the activity of the mid-latitude ISO in
the Southern Hemisphere. Hence, the heavy precipitation process over LYRV cannot be studied in isolation
when attempting to understand the key processes that
may be responsible for its variability.

By using the methods of the non-integer spectrum
analysis, correlation analysis, POP analysis, and composition analysis, we analyzed the variations of
low-frequency oscillation of the daily rainfall over
LYRV and the connections between the heavy precipitation process and principal ISO oscillation patterns of the
global circulation in May―August from 1979 to 2005,
and discussed the possible mechanisms. We have drawn
the following conclusions:
(1) In May―August, the variation of the daily rainfall
over LYRV is mainly of oscillations of 10―20, 20―30
and 60―70 days, in which the interannual variation of
the intensity of its 28-day oscillation has a strongly positive correlation with the number of the heavy precipitation process over LYRV.
(2) Two modes (POP1, POP2) are revealed by POP
for the 20―30-day oscillation of the global 850 hPa
circulation. One is a circumglobal teleconnection wave
train in the middle latitude of the Southern Hemisphere
(SCGT) with an eastward propagation, and the other is
the southward propagation pattern in the tropical western Pacific (TWP). The POP modes explain 7.72% and
7.66% of variance, respectively. These two principal
ISO patterns are closely related to the low frequency
rainfall and heavy precipitation process over LYRV, in
which the average probability for the heavy precipitation
process over LYRV is 54.9% and 60.4% for the positive
phase of imaginary part of POP1 and real part of POP2,
respectively. The former is a teleconnection between
SCGT and low frequency rainfall over LYRV, which is
associated with the heating in the tropical Indian Ocean
and the interaction of circulations in both hemispheres;
while the latter is reflected by the direct influence of
TWP in tropics, which is closely linked to the heating in
the tropical western Pacific and internal nonlinear interaction of the circulations in East Asia.
(3) The models of the global atmospheric circulation
for the 20―30-day oscillation in association with or
without the heavy precipitation process over LYRV in
May―August are set up by means of the composite
analysis method. Most of the heavy precipitation processes over LYRV appear in Phase 4 of SCGT or Phase
6 of TWP. When the positive phases of the 20―30-day
oscillation for the rainfall over LYRV are associated
with (without) the heavy precipitation process, a strong
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westerly stream appears (disappears) from the Arabian
Sea via India and BOB to southern China and LYRV for
the global 850 hPa filtered wind field during the Phase 4
of SCGT. This situation is favorable (unfavorable) for
the forming of the heavy precipitation process over
LYRV. In a similar way, a strong (weak) western wind
belt forms from India through BOB to southern China
and LYRV and the subtropical northwestern Pacific and
central and eastern equatorial Pacific during the Phase 6
of TWP for the cases with (without) the heavy precipita-
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tion process. These two global circulation models can
reflect well the difference of atmospheric circulations
between with and without the heavy precipitation process over LYRV, and will be helpful to the prediction of
the summertime heavy precipitation process over LYRV
for the extended-range forecasting during the 10―30
days.
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